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FOREWORD

For 20 years, the Cercle InterElles has been committed to gender 
diversity and professional equity in the scientific and technological 
sectors, with the ambition to create favourable conditions, gender 
balance and performance.
 
As a reference business network, we naturally seized this major topic, 
of responsible Artificial Intelligence. It is a critical, ethical and societal 
challenge, which aims to take advantage of this technological revolution 
in order to contribute to the reduction of inequalities and discrimination 
and more specifically those between women and men.

The Women& AI Pledge for an accountable and gender fair AI is the 
collective work of the Cercle InterElles companies. This Pledge is 
a valuable and actionable asset for any company willing to take on 
this challenge.
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Year on year the digital* economy has now become firmly 
established at the center of our lives at work and at home. 
With the technical revolution that is being brought through 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) everything is accelerating. The 
automated processing of big data*, and the capacity for certain 

computer programs to learn through the data (machine learning*) 
is generating new use cases in strategic domains such as energy, 

transportation, healthcare, security and even law and order. 

There is often hope that progress in technology will reduce social inequality and 
discrimination*, and in particular the inequalities between women and men, but 
unfortunately this hasn’t proven to be the case so far for the following reasons:

 At each stage of the implementation of an algorithm, the underlying motor of AI programmed 
 by humans, seems to integrate and propagate sexist stereotypes*.

 Diversity* in the AI industry is poor with a small and decreasing percentage of woman (12% 
 in 2020). This increases the risk that AI solutions implicitly integrate a masculine view of
 the world through cognitive bias*.

 The data that is the fuel powering the algorithms, represents actual situations, past and 
 present, that already integrate inequality and gender stereotypes*.

AI is a sounding board for the actual situation in society. It simplifies reality, 
applying rules and repeatedly taking actions that can amplify inequality and discrimination*. 

However, we believe it is possible to use this extraordinary technology to leverage a culture shift in society. 
For this to happen, we must rally together and take proactive action to force progress 

in the reduction of inequality.

Cercle InterElles is contributing to this movement by launching an action to support and 
accompany companies who are actively seeking to innovate on this subject through this 
Women & AI Pledge.

Any company, either creating or using AI-based solutions will benefit from this pledge through a 
set of practical tools enabling them to take action and contribute to the creation of accountable 
and gender fair AI.  The pledge is made up of 4 pillars:
• COMMIT:  by signing the charter for accountable and gender fair AI systems
•  ASSESS:  by using the evaluation grid composed of a set of practical criteria
• ACT:  by applying a toolbox that is regularly extended through the best practices and innovation 
 within the companies who are members of Cercle InterElles. 
• BECOME AN INDUSTRY MODEL:  by complying with a dedicated label
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We now know that IT solutions that include AI, can reproduce and amplify all forms of discrimination* 
(ethnic origin, social class, sexual orientation…). The core mission of Cercle InterElles is to 
implement professional equality between women and men, therefore our pledge focuses on 
the risk of gender bias in the AI industry. However, we have chosen an approach based on AI 
governance (cf charter: the role of the AI ethics committee), that incorporates all the risks of 
discrimination* linked to the processing of large amounts of data. 

By including all types of systemic discrimination*, our approach will help any company looking 
for ways to develop AI systems that are globally ethical and accountable. This pledge includes 
definitions of the key concepts and illustrates the steps necessary for a company to design and 
develop accountable AI systems that do not discriminate. 

Our approach of developing and training employees in a specific “AI culture” provides the 
means to succeed in the digital transformation of our companies. Through bringing together 
AI systems and humans we can have an ethical, accountable and inclusive response to the 
transformative challenges ahead of us.

Making AI a force for social justice is not just a dream for some unwavering optimists. Cercle 
InterElles is confident that our member companies can act to this end.

By the "Women & AI workgroup", Cercle InterElles 
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    Cercle InterElles is a professional society that groups the diversity 
networks of 15 large companies in the technology industry. This network of 
networks has worked for the last 20 years to support an increase in the number 
of women in STEM careers. 

Most of the companies who are members of the society are users and producers of AI systems 
and solutions. As a consequence, Cercle InterElles is able to build on its different company 
cultures and skills, to better understand women and their specific situation in AI development, 
both internationally and focusing on the situation in France. 
  
From the start of our research, we were aware of the risks that we are taking by entrusting the 
development of tomorrow’s world to digital systems and without any thought or discussion on 
the ethics and the governance of such systems. This discussion and any decisions or choices 
that are made must include a greater involvement of women and men. Diversity* must be 
propagated in all areas of life: education, professions, decision making bodies, economics and 
politics.
  
"The Women & AI workgroup" has developed an action plan based on the research carried out 
by Cercle InterElles. This plan has two main objectives:

 Raise awareness  on this topic within our companies and the technology industry, supporting 
 them in taking action to create accountable and gender fair systems and become a model 
 for the future. 
 
 Work with the French ecosystem of ethics and AI to ensure that the topic of increasing women 
 in AI development teams is discussed and resolved in companies, research and public 
 authorities.

We are convinced that including more women in the design and governance of digital systems 
is a must to prevent discrimination* and build an ethical and accountable society. 
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"WOMEN & AI" CHARTER  

FOR COMPANIES

TO BUILD AN ACCOUNTABLE 
AND GENDER FAIR AI

This charter consists of a set of seven fundamental principles that enable companies to 
combat the risks of discriminatory cognitive biases*, during development or while using 

AI-based solutions or devices. 
  

We invite companies to sign this charter to indicate their commitment for an accountable 
and gender fair AI. This charter is completed by a set of practical tools that provide 
companies with a number of techniques and processes that can be applied to reduce 

or remove the risk of gender bias*.
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 Lack of support from senior management 

 Lack of adoption of the pledge by employees  
 and management 

 Failure to understand gender bias in the use  
 of AI-based tools

 Executive Interview guide

 Appointment of a delegate from the general  
 management within the AI Committee

 Mission Statement and role of the AI Ethics 
 Committee

 Job description of in-house AI champion

 Activity reports of the AI Committee

 Monitoring dashboard of the AI Committee  
 recommendations

EXTRACT FROM THE TOOLBOX

A non-discriminatory process must be part of a broader ethical business approach 
that goes beyond the legal aspects. The legitimacy of initiatives to create non-discri-

minatory AI systems must rely on the firm commitment of management and the board.

The company implements a governance process that ensures an operational action plan and direct 
access to company directors for AI and diversity questions.

More specifically, a multidisciplinary AI Ethics Committee, that reports directly to the board, and 
where the scope of responsibility extends to the whole company, ensures the detection of gender 
bias*, and rapid corrective action in all AI systems used or produced. 

The mission of the AI Ethics Committee is explicitly specified, documented and distributed across the 
company, specifically the handling of gender bias. The committee has the means to perform their 
assigned mission efficiently.

 IDENTIFIED RISKS
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 Glossary of Equality* and Digital Laws

 Standards on bias management in algorithms 

 Mapping of all AI-based projects and software 
 developed and/or in use 

 Evaluation of the impacts of AI solutions on   
 humans and gender, and risk analysis

EXTRACT FROM THE TOOLBOX

Companies are not always aware of the impact of AI solutions on gender diversity*. 

From the design of an AI product or project to the moment it is delivered into production, 
the teams involved make sure that the principles of non-discrimination* of gender are 

integrated at each stage. 

Futhermore, the compliance of AI solutions produced or used is certified by a relevant internal 
authority, the AI Ethics Committee, concerning the law on equality* in digital economy.

An AI and gender bias component is integrated in the values, and in the agreements and the internal 
procedures of the company.

 Risk of legal non-compliance of the solution

 Additional costs to comply after AI project  
 ends

 IDENTIFIED RISKS



Being aware of gender bias in an AI project starts with data selection.

A team of industry experts and developers analyses and classifies data and identifies 
any imbalance that exists in the data set. 

If necessary, biased data are corrected or deleted. 

4
 A company that develops algorithms for AI projects commits to using a tool that can detect 

gender bias. The results are reviewed by an in-house champion and/or the AI Ethics 
Committee.  

A document that guarantees the transparency, traceability, and the explainability of the 
algorithms used and the results produced, is kept updated.

Companies that are users of AI-based systems agree to ensure that the companies from 
whom they source AI solutions are not propagating gender bias in their solutions.
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EXTRACT FROM THE TOOLBOX IDENTIFIED RISKS

 Data mining tool 
 (e.g. software) 

 Elimination or neutralisation of the "gender"   
 variable (direct and induced) if it is not needed

 Risk to replicate and amplify existing gender 
 biases through the use of already biased 
 datasets  

EXTRACT FROM THE TOOLBOX IDENTIFIED RISKS

 Algorithms reproduce and amplify 
 gender biases

 Gender bias diagnostic tool (from a simple 
 checklist to a more sophisticated algorithm) 
 of the AI product

 Document updated throughout the product 
 life cycle 

 Training of AI project teams on gender bias

 Implementation of a review and validation of 
 the analyses by the referent / AI Committee 
 (see «governance»)



The company agrees to establish a procedure for reporting and correcting deviations and 
possible discriminations* perpetuated by AI solutions throughout their lifecycles (collecting 
data, cleaning data, training Machine Learning models, and so on). This procedure has to 

be in permanent compliance with the regulatory context.

The AI Committee is responsible for the detection and correction of deviations and discriminations*.

The company agrees to set global or team-specific objectives that will result in the 
diversification of profiles in AI teams. In line with global policy, gender diversity* must be 
an objective in the recruitment, retention, and promotion of employees.

AI teams seek to diversify talent by hiring employees possessing hard and soft skills, 
integrating different profiles in teams, making them more mixed and thus contributing to 

the elimination of gender discrimination*.

To increase the proportion of women in AI teams, the company agrees to develop professional training 
programs. These programs focus on training or re-training women for jobs in AI.
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EXTRACT FROM THE TOOLBOX IDENTIFIED RISKS

 Tools for reporting deviation and discrimination*.

 List of relevant disciplines and persons 
 responsible for control points in the company  
 producing or using AI

 Without a methodology of control and evaluation  
 before and after the fact, the absence of
  deviations cannot be guaranteed over time

EXTRACT FROM THE TOOLBOX IDENTIFIED RISKS

 Quantified indicators of team gender balance  
 in managers’ objectives

 Dashboard for monitoring the gender ratio

 Update of the charter against sexism* 
 to mention AI

 Programs of reconversion towards the new IA  
 professions

 Sponsorship and Mentorship programs for   
 Women Teams members 

 Valuation of role models
 

 The low percentage of women in AI teams 
 increases the risk of producing discriminating AI 



The company agrees to raise awareness among employees about issues related to gender 
bias, especially among those who work in the field of AI. 

For example, the company can raise awareness about gender bias by developing a 
range of audience-specific content, from simple communications to training adapted 
to employee roles.

The company also agrees to raise awareness within its wider ecosystem, including 
schools, universities, and the general public.
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FOR AN ACCOUNTABLE 
AND GENDER FAIR AI

EXTRACT FROM THE TOOLBOX IDENTIFIED RISKS

 Lack of knowledge and awareness of gender 
 bias and its reproduction and amplification 
 via AI can lead to an acceleration of 
 gender bias

 Actions for raising awareness and 
 communicating on the subject to employees. 
 
 Gender bias training modules for AI teams 
 (potentially including the signing of an oath 
 or code of ethics in conclusion)
 
 Bias detection tool ("bias hunter") applicable 
 to all the company’s software programs

As part of the Pledge proposed by Cercle InterElles, each company will have the opportunity to conduct 
a self-assessment based on the seven fundamental principles and then implement actions 

needed to become an industry model. 
To achieve this, the "Women & AI" workgroup proposes and grants access to actionable tools including an 

evaluation grid composed of a set of practical criteria as well as a toolbox, regularly extended through the best 
practices and innovation from the industry.



GLOSSARY 

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR WORKPLACE EQUALITY 
BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN

The policies and actions taken to increase representation of women and compensate them for 
past or present discriminatory policies.

A personal interpretation of events or a situation that is based on anecdotal evidence rather 
than facts or research. Cognitive bias is a mental shortcut that our brain uses to quickly 
understand a situation, but this shortcut can lead to poor decision making. 

The act of unfairly treating one or more people differently from other people. More precisely, 
discrimination means that distinctions are made between one social group and others based 
on extrinsic characteristics (wealth, education, place of residence) that results in a treatment 
that is often negative. 

The state of being varied, diverse. A group of people can be said to be “diverse” when it contains 
many distinct profiles in terms of geographic origins, socio-professional categories, cultures, 
ages, genders, education levels, sexual orientations, physical appearances, and so on.

 A situation in which the treatment of men and women is identical, which results from collective, 
non-discriminatory processes. 

The movement that promotes social and political equality between women and men.

A cognitive bias that leads to preferential or discriminatory treatment based on gender. 

The presence of men and women in a group, without necessarily being in equal numbers. 

A metaphor that refers to an unseen barrier that prevents women from being promoted to 
managerial- and executive-level positions, regardless of their qualifications.

A metric that measures the gaps between men and women in areas such as pay and 
recruitment. 

A fixed minimum percentage of women in a group needed to meet a requirement.

The discrimination* or prejudice manifest in words and behaviors that destabilise, denigrate, 
and delegitimise women in the workforce, in society, and in politics.

A prejudice or mistaken idea about a group of people that leads to a fixed, oversimplified opinion 
about them. 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

COGNITIVE BIAS

DISCRIMINATION

DIVERSITY

EQUALITY

FEMINISM

GENDER BIAS

GENDER DIVERSITY

GLASS CEILING

PARITY 

QUOTA

SEXISM

STEREOTYPE



A set of operative rules or instructions that resolve a problem or perform a task.

A system that can analyse its environment and reproduce certain human behaviors to achieve 
a goal with some degree of autonomy. Research in AI is a cross-disciplinary approach based in 
cognitive and computer sciences, mathematics, linguistics, psychology, and other disciplines. 

A collection of information that is represented numerically. Large amounts of data (“big data”) 
are often collected and processed to train machine learning models.

A sub-field of machine learning that produces algorithms that are inspired by the human 
brain. Deep learning models apply artificial neural networks to various fields to teach systems 
to recognize a face, detect objects, help doctors diagnose patients more accurately, translate 
texts, and more.

The action of converting a physical object or process into a digital object or process. 

 A sub-field of artificial intelligence that builds computational models that are endowed with 
the ability to «learn» from historical data without being explicitly programmed.

A set of data collected from a source. Typically, raw data has not undergone data cleaning, 
which is a process by which inaccurate or corrupt data is removed from data records.
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